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The I-DOG brand products are manufactured by the French company Cano
Concept, which specialises in the development of dog accessories. CANO
CONCEPT is the owner of the CANIHUNT and I-DOG brands.

Research and development into products with highly technical features and
top-of-the-range quality are the factors that drive CANO CONCEPT to be the best
in its field.
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CANITRAIL
Cani Trail is a similar sport to CaniCross, but it does
not take place on the same terrain. Cani Trail is
practised in the mountains, where it is possible to run
as well as hike, overcoming a large difference in
altitude. In dangerous places, the dog can run free.

SKIJOERING
Skijoering is practised with one or more dogs, pulling a
cross-country skier across the snow. Skijoering requires
the dog to actively pull in order to pick up speed, but of
course the dog can also run sideways as part of a simple
walk. This sport is practised in winter and has numerous
variations such as snowshoeing with a dog, white
CaniCross or the sled dog sport.

CANI-BIKE
Canibike is practised with a cyclist and one or more
dogs attached to the bike. It is practised in contrast to
BIKEJOERING in a relaxed ride mode, with the dog
running sideways and not applying any traction.

CANICROSS
CaniCross is about running on the pull with the help
of one or more dogs connected to the front of the
runner by an elastic line. A hip belt helps the runner
to run in optimal conditions and with maximum
safety.

ACTIVITIES
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CANI-HIKING
CANI hiking or Hiking as an
outdoor activity with the dog. It
is similar to Canimarche, but
differs in that it is a more intense
hike with or with out a difference
in altitude, accompanied by a dog
and pulled with the help of an
elastic leash.

CANI-MARCHE
Similar to Canicross in practice,
Canimarche is an activity based
on walking, accompanied and
pulled by one or more dogs using
an elastic line. It's an easy activity,
open to everyone.

BIKEJOERING
Bikejoering is practised with a
cyclist and one or more dogs
attached to the bike. In the sporty
version: the dog is in front, with a
strong pull.

CANI-JOGGING

Canijogging differs from canicross in that the dog
trots alongside or in front of its owner under a light
pull. The dog therefore adapts to the pace of the
runner. So there is neither a strong pull nor excessive
speed for the runner. This practice is ideal as a leisure
activity where you can have a lot of fun with your dog
at a relaxed pace.

SCOOTER
Scooter is a sport practised with one or more dogs. A
special scooter is connected to the dog with the help
of an elastic leash.
There are two ways of practising this sport:
- When walking: stable scooter, dog next to or with a
slight pull in front of it.
- During sport: off-road scooter, dog with strong pull
in front.
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ANTONY LEMOIGNE
AMBASSADEUR I-DOG

MULTIPLE
CHAMPIONDU

MONDE

ANTONY LE MOIGNE
I-DOG AMBASSADOR

MULTIPLE WORLD CHAMPION

French Canirail 2022 Veteran Champion, Plédran (France)

Multiple French Canicross, Cani-VTT and Skijoering Champion

Canicross World Champion 2022 (France), 2013 (Italy) and 2015 (Canada)

World relay champion with the French team in 2019 (Sweden)

European Canicross Champion 2014 (France) and 2015 (Scotland)

European Veteran Champion 2019 (Belgium) (3rd in Elite)

European runner-up in 2016 (England) and 2018 (Sweden)

3rd Canicross World Championships 2018 (Poland)
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I-DOG PARTNERS SPORTING EVENTS

I-Dog running with its athletes

I-DOG is a partner of dog sports activities all year round and develops innovative, technical, comfortable

and high-quality products to accompany runners and their dogs.

EVENTS 2022

20/02/2022
TROPHEE REGIONAL DU NORD
Polder – Boulevard de L’Europe
Gravelines (59820)

06/03/2022
Canicross TOURVES
Tourves (83170)

12/03/2022
Canicross VAUVERT
Vauvert (30)

02/04/2022
TROPHEE FEDERAL TERRE
Ligugé (86240)

28/04/22 to 01/05/22
PLÉDRAN | CHAMPIONNAT DU MONDE
Plédran (22960)

22/05/2022
LES CANIDÉTENDUS
Bourg-des-comptes (35)

12/06/2022
Canicross CLUB CAUDRY
Base de Loisirs du Val du Riot CAUDRY (59540)

25/09/2022
LES CANIDÉTENDUS
Bourg-des-comptes (35)

16/10/2022
Canicross LES RIVES DU DOLO
Bressuire (79300)

29/10/2022
Canicross DU BEYNERT
Freylongue (Anlon-Belgique)

19/11/2022
LA DING’RUNNER
Bailleul sur Thérain (60930)

04/02/2023
Canicross des Garrigues
Aubais (30250)

EVENTS 2023

26/02/2023
Canicross TOURVES
Tourves (83170)

02/04/2023
Canicross SPEED DOGS
Martiné Briand (49540)

15/04/2023
I-DOG TRAIL ET CANITRAIL DU CROC
Les Grandes Ventes (76950)

28/04/23 to 30/04/23
CANICROSS PLÉDRAN
Plédran (22960)

19/05/23 to 21/05/23
I-DOG CANITRAIL TOUR BY RAIDLIGHT
St-Pierre de Chartreuse (38380)

27/05/23 to 28/05/23
Canitrail et Trail GENDARMES ET VOLEURS
DE TEMPS - Limoges (87100)

28/08/23 to 03/09/23
Salon ULTRA-TRAIL DU TOUR DU MONT-
BLANC (UTMB) - Chamonix Mont Blanc
(74400)

27/10/23 to 29/10/2023
LEIPA | ICF CANICROSS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
LEIPA - GERMANY (06917)
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NOVELTIES 2023

THE UPKA RANGE

The UPKA range offers the STYLE series: a range of
design accessories for dogs intended for leisure
activities. The UPKA STYLE set consists of a hip
belt, a harness and a versatile bungee lead to
accompany you in your daily outdoor activities. with
this reliable equipment, designed with respect and
comfort for the dog, you can have a lot of fun with
your dog in complete safety.

The STYLE series accompanies you during many
sports or outdoor activities: Hiking, water sports
(paddling, canoeing...), trips to the mountains, city
strolls or even walks in the countryside with your
four-legged friend. Find out more about our
products on page 36.

THE KHAN RANGE
Designed with the comfort and well-being of
dogs in mind, the KHAN range offers footwear
specifically designed for dogs' paws and to
protect their pads when walking on difficult
surfaces. Two special models were developed in
parallel: PAD N'PROTECT AIR and the PAD
N'PROTECT POLAR.

The PAD N'PROTECT AIR and PAD N'PROTECT
POLAR dog shoes offer a unique design that
respects the morphology of the dog's paws. They
are made of technical, reliable and durable
materials to meet the challenges of outdoor
conditions: hot floors in summer, cold and wet
floors in winter and uneven floors on which the dog
could injure itself. Discover the features on page
42.

Ranges dedicated to sporting activities with your dog
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COMPARISON CHART

PRODUCT
RANGE

Sporting activities
depending on your training level and the traction of your dog

Hiking
Walking

Trailrunning

Canicross
(competition /
intensive pulling)

Canijogging
(leisure / traction

mor ate)

Bikejoering
Scooter

(competition /
intensive pulling)

Cani Bike
(leisure / traction

mor ate)
Skijoering

ONE

HIP BELT

HARNESS

BUNGEE

ONE

HIP BELT

HARNESS

BUNGEE LINE

ALM

HIP BELT PHOENIX

HARNESS CANYON

BUNGEE LINE OPALE

RAIDLIGHT

HIP BELT

HARNESS

BUNGEE LINE

COMFORT TREK

HIP BELT

HARNESS

BUNGEE LINE

UPKA

HIP BELT STYLE

HARNESS STYLE

BUNGEE LINE STYLE

KHAN

Pad n’protect POLAR

Pad n’protect AIR
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It is better to use the smaller Size if the
measurement of the dog's neck
circumference is between two Sizes.

with the ALM and ONE harnesses,
fluttering of the harness when standing
(with out pulling) is completely normal,
as they are pull harnesses.

GOOD TO KNOW

PRODUCT RANGE ALM ONE RAIDLIGHT

HARNESS
neck
width
(cm)

chest
circum-
ference*

chest
circum-
ference*

Weight
Dog
(kg)

Weight
Harness
(gr)

neck
width
(cm)

Weight
Dog
(kg)

Weight
Harness
(gr)

neck
width
(cm)

* Chest circumference is measured in cm

Weight
Dog
(kg)

Weight
Harness
(gr)

S
IZ
E
S

XXXS 27-33 50-55 8-12 150

XXS 32-36 55-65 12-15 280 32-37 55-60 10-15 170 32-36 55-65 12-15 380

XS 35-41 60-70 15-20 290 35-41 60-65 15-20 190 35-41 60-70 15-20 400

S 38-45 20-25 310 38-45 65-70 20-25 210 38-45 65-75 20-2565-75 420

M 42-51 70-80 25-30 370 42-51 70-75 25-30 230 42-51 70-80 25-30 440

L 48-58 75-85 30-35 46-58 75-80 30-35380 280 48-58 75-85 30-35 460

XL 52-62 80-90 35+ 410 52-64 80-85 35+ 300 52-62 80-90 35+ 480

SIZECHART

MEASURING THE SIZE OF HARNESSES

The Size of the harness is measured with a
flexible measuring tape at the lowest point of the
neck. Choose the Size of the dog´s harness by
measuring A and B as shown in the illustration.

neck width (A) chest circumference (B)

B
A

10

chest
circum-
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COMFORT TREK UKPA KHAN

HARNESS SHOES

Paw width (mm)

S
iz
e
s

Measurement at
the widest part

32-36 55-65 12-15 415 31-43 40-53 10/15 290 40-45 45

35-41 60-70 15-20 425 35-45 45-59 15/20 320 46-50 50

38-45 65-75 20-25 445 41-52 50-69 20/25 350 51-64 64

42-51 70-80 25-30 450 43-56 60-79 25/30 370 65-70 70

48-58 75-85 30-35 495 47-58 65-89 30/35 390 71-76 76

52-62 80-90 35+ 505 51-63 72-100 35+ 420 77-83 83

PAD N'PROTECT SHOE SIZING GUIDE

Choose the Size of the PAD
N'PROTECT shoe by measuring the
widest part (1) of your dog's paw when
standing.

1

A custom fit is offered for the X-Back
ONE pull harness in addition to the 7
available standard Sizes.

For more information, see page 23.
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(cm)
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Dog
(kg)

Weight
Harness
(gr)

neck
width
(cm)

chest
circum-
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Weight
Harness
(gr)



PRODUCT
RANGE

HIP BELT CANYON

ALM

BUNGEE LINES OPALE

MOUNTAINBIKE POLE LINK

HARNESS PHŒNIX

The ALM range was developed in
collaboration between the I-DOG
brand and Antony Le Moigne,
multiple CaniCross World
Champion, multiple European and
French Champion and I-DOG brand
ambassador.
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The CANYON hip belt from the ALM range is designed for strong traction as well as for competitions. It meets
the extreme requirements in terms of lightness and comfort. The CANYON runner´s belt has a unique design
with a lower part (traction) connected to the upper part (belt) by elastic straps.
It allows to perfectly adapt to the runner's movement and does not cause any discomfort by the dog´s pulling
force.

Two removable straps are designed to keep the hip belt at the level of the buttocks and thus optimise the
centre of gravity.Its unique design provides an adequate pull point on the gluteal muscles, reducing the
phenomenon of pressure on the lumbar spine and increasing the traction of the runner.
Its light weight (390gr) allows exceptional results while minimising friction and space requirements.

ZIPPER
pocket with zip, into
which items such as
smartphones, keys etc.
can be inserted. STRETCH-

BAND
Elastic bands,
which connect
the lower and
the upper part.

CARABINER
Ultra-light carabiner (37g),
which eliminates the
pendulum phenomenon of
the bungee line and ensures
a straight posture during
the run.

DOUBLE LOOPS
Thanks to the double buckle eyelets

,the tensioning straps cannot
loosen even with intensive use.

In addition, both loops are
equippedwith two elastic

bands that block the
excess length of the straps after

they have been adjusted.

RIPSTOPANDMESHFABRIC
ExtremelydurableRIPSTOPouter fabric, linedwith
MESH foam that absorbsmoisture and sweat.

ADJUSTABLE LEG STRAPS
Two removable and adjustable
straps designed to position
the hip belt at the level of
the gluteal muscles,
optimising the centre of
gravity.

REFLECTIVE EDGE
Incorporates a reflective edge
to ensure visibility at night in
a variety of light conditions.

Colors :

Size: one size
Also Suitable for Kids and Teens

item no.: I13B

RRP: 77.50¤

HIP BELT CANYON
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TRACTION STRAPSPAREPARTS

LEG STRAPS

Spare parts are available for sale in case
one of the wear parts is damaged or
broken. The carabiner, the pull strap and
the leg strap are available individually.
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The PHOENIX harness from the ALM range is
designed for strong traction as well as for
competition. It meets the most extreme
requirements in terms of lightness and comfort.

Its resistance and performance are perfectly
adapted for use in competitions, which demands
optimal material qualities.

The main feature of PHOENIX is the use of the
shape and technique of an "X-BACK" traction
harness with the advantage that all 5 essential
parts of the harness can be adjusted. The harness
adapts perfectly to your dog's body even under
intensive traction.

The X-BACK harness can be used for competitions
or intensive training, but is not suitable for normal
walks (without pulling).

Without active pulling of the dog, fluttering of the
harness is completely normal.

The PHOENIX harness is the only X-BACK
harness that is fully adjustable to fit almost
any dog anatomy.

GOOD TO KNOW:

Color :

Sizes :
XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL
See Sizechart p.10-11

RRP incl. VAT: 87.50¤

item no. :
I06BXXS - I06BXS - I06BS -

I06BM - I06BL -I06BXL

HARNESS PHOENIX
P
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HARNESS PHŒNIX

NECK WIDTH ADJUSTMENT
Adjustments on both sides of the
neck adjust the neck width of the

harness to the dog.

DORSALADJUSTMENT
Settings for the connection of the
back sections ensure that the harness
fits snugly against the dog's body.

POLYESTERFABRICWITHMESHLINING
An ultra-durable polyester shell that is

linedwithmoisture absorbingMESH foam
lining.

SOFT PLASTIC
The materials used for the adjustment
buckles are made of soft plastic, and
will not cause any discomfort or injury
to the dog.

CHEST ADJUSTMENT
Adjusts the distance between

the two abdominal straps,
which providemaximum
support depending on the
shape of the chest and

prevent the canicross harness
from twisting sideways.

BELLY ADJUSTMENT
Adjustmentswhich adjust the belly
section so that the harness straps are
in the correct position on both sides
of the dog.

LATERALADJUSTMENT
This adjustment ensures the lateral
connection between the belly part of the
harness and the upper part of the neck in
such a way, that the percentage of
tension between the straps connecting
the lower part of the neck and the the
upper part of the neck is approximately
equal.
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Leash size max 190 cm
(Canicross, Canitrail)

Leash size max 240cm
(CaniVTT, Canitrottinette, Skijoering)

OPALE SMALL DOG

OPALE MEDIUM DOG OPALE LONG MEDIUM DOG

OPALE STRONG DOG OPALE LONG STRONG DOG

The OPALE lines from the ALM range are bungee lines, which are
designed for strong traction forces as well as for competitions. They
meet the most extreme demands in terms of lightness and comfort.

Their robustness and performance are perfectly adapted to the use
in in competitions, where optimal material qualities are required.
When developing the OPALE bungee line, two criteria were taken
into account in order to select the right type of leash: the weight and

the pulling force of the dog.

BUNGEE LINES OPALE
P
R
O
D
U
C
T

ELASTICITY/KNOTS
The knots of the I-DOG pull cords contain an elastic
part, which acts like a spring and a webbing that
encloses this part. If the knot loosens, the lanyard no
longer has the original elasticity. You then have to
push the elastic band into the the webbing and retie
the knot in its original place.

FASTENING LOOP
The OPALE traction line 240cm has a fastening loop
with which it can be attached to the stem of a bicycle
or scooter.The loop has a diameter of 15cm and is
made of the identical fabric of the bungee line. The
attachment loop of the OPALE 190cm line is used to
attach it to the carabiner of the running belt. This loop
has a diameter of 5cm.

SPARE PARTS
Spare parts are available for sale in case wearing parts
get damaged or broken. The carabiner hook is also
available as a single part.

HANDGRIP
The OPALE bungee rope has a handle on the carabiner
side to keep your dog as close as possible, especially
when starting for competitions.

CARABINER
The OPALE traction line is equipped with an ultra-light
(28 g) carabiner with a safety locking system.

25/50 kg item no. : I21BSTONG RRP: 34.90€
Weight : 185gr 25/50 kg RRP : I22BSTRONG RRP: 38.90€

Weight : 195gr

15/35 kg item no. : I21BMEDIUM RRP: 34.90€
Weight : 165gr 15/35 kg item no. : I22BMEDIUM RRP: 38.90€

Weight : 175gr

10/20 kg item no. : I21BSMALL RRP: 34.90€
Weight : 145gr

CARABINER:
The OPALE bungee lines are approved by all
canicross associations.

*RRP Recommended retail
price
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BIKEJÖRING ANTENNA LINK

In the event that wearing parts become damaged or broken, spare parts are available at our retailer
network.

The rod is 50cm long and the whole system weighs 250grams (75grams for the fixed part).

Use under tension Use without traction

Colors : Size: one size item no.: ILINK RRP: 85.50€
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The LINK bike antenna from the ALM range has been developed to create a connection between the dog and
the bike or scooter while practicing CaniBike or Bikejoering. Thanks to the 50cm shaft of the LINK antenna,
the bungee line is held securely over the wheels of the bike. Its resistance and innovative design guarantee
maximum safety during the activity.

RUBBER DAMPER

Rubber damper that absorbs the
changes of direction and the
impulses of the and the impulses
of the dog. Provides optimum
comfort for a feeling and
optimised performance.

L-ANGLE PIECE
Main part with unique concept and design.

Attaches to the handlebar stem and is fastened by
tightening the upper screw of the the upper bolt of the

stem end and the side bolts of the handlebars L shape that allows for
downward offset, avoiding collisions. The part is designed for 29mm

tubes (optional 25.7mm ring available) and is removable..

CLOSED RING
Closed ring with an internal diameter of
50mm at the end to allow any bungee line to
fit through, minimising technical limits and
simplifying practice.
The dog can then pull with maximum safety.

The unique design of the LINK mountain bike bar allows for two different uses. For a sporty intensive practice
with the pulling dog, where the bar from the front of the bike is pointed straight ahead. And for a simple ride
without traction, the bar can be aligned sideways at a right angle to the bicycle, so that the dog can run
alongside you, secured.

I09PLLINK L-bracket mounting part for ALM-LINK-Bikejöring antenna 35.00€
I09TALINK ALUMINIUM STAIR 50cm for ALM-LINK-Bikejöring antenna 35.00€
I09ASLINK Flexible rubber damper for ALM-LINK-Bikejöring antenna SOFT 17.00€

17.00€I09AMLINK Flexible rubber damper for ALM-LINK-Bikejöring antenna MEDIUM

I09ADLINK Flexible rubber damper for ALM-LINK-Bikejöring antenna HARD 17.00€
I09BLINK Rotating ring 25,7mm diameter for ALM-LINK-Bikejöring antenna 17.00€
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PRODUCT
RANGE
ONE

HARNESS X-BACK ONE

HIP BELT ONE

HIP BELT ONE LIGHT

BUNGEE LINE ONE
18



HIP BELT ONE & ONE LIGHT
HIP BELT ONE | Size: ADULT | item no. : I12O | RRP : 37.50€

HIP BELT ONE LIGHT | Size: KIDS AND TEENS | item no. : I12LO | RRP : 32.50€

ADJUSTABLE LEGSTRAPS
Designed to position the
hip belt at the level of the
glutealmuscles,
optimising the centre of

gravity.

ADJUSTABLE LEG STRAPS
Designed to position the hip belt at
the level of the glutealmuscles,
optimising the centre of gravity.

ADJUSTABLE
TRACTIONBELT
Double eyelets at
waist level. (Wear part
so available
individually as a spare

part).

ADJUSTABLE
TRACTION STRAP

Double loops at waist level.
(Wear parts are also

available individually as
spare parts).

REARPOCKET
Zipped pocket to
carry items such as
a smartphone
or keys.

RIPSTOPANDMESHFABRIC
Extremely durable
RIPSTOP outer
fabric, lined with
MESH foam,
which absorbs
moisture and
perspiration.

RIPSTOPANDMESHFABRIC
Extremely durable RIPSTOPouter
fabric, linedwithMESH foam,
which absorbs
moisture and sweat.

CLIP-CLOSURE
Closure systemwith a
bucklemade of
durable plastic,
enables the adjust-
ment of the belt to the
hip circumference of the
runner.

CLIP-CLOSURE
Closure systemwith a

bucklemade of
durable plastic,

allows the belt to be
adjusted to the hip

circumference of the runner.

CONNECTINGRING
This sliding metal metal
ring connects the hip
belt with the ONE
bungee line.

CONNECTINGRING
This floating metal
ring connects the
ONE hip belt to the
ONE bungee line.
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HARNESS X-BACK ONE

The X-BACK ONE harness is ultra-lightweight (from 200
grams) and is designed to absorb the maximum pulling force
of your dog without subjecting him to the stresses and strains
of these sporting activities.

The harness is suitable for most dogs: Nordic dogs, German
shepherds, hunting dogs, mountain dogs, retrievers etc. The
X-BACK harness can be used for competitions or intensive
training, but is not suitable for walks (without pulling).

The fluttering of the harness when standing without pulling
is completely normal.

The X-BACK ONE harness from the ONE product range is a harness that has been specially of

dogs that engage in intense sporting activity with their owner.

In the event that your harness does
not fit properly, I-DOG offers a
tailor made service where your X-
BACK ONE harness is custom-
fitted.

See page 23 for more information.

GOOD TO KNOW:

Colors :

Size:
XXXS - XXS - XS - S - M - L - XL
See sizechart p10-11.

RRP: 46.00¤

item no. :
I050XXXS - I050XXS - I050XS-
I050S - I050M - I050L - I050XL

CHEST AND NECK ADJUSTMENT:
This adjustment allows the harness to be
optimally adjusted to maintain freedom
of movement and prevent breathing
difficulties.Thisalsodeterminestheposition
of the dog harness.

TRACTIONLOOP
Traction rope loopwith a
diameter of 5 cm for to
hook in canicross or
bungee line.
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HARNESS X-BACK ONE

MESHLINING
Paddingwithmesh foam,
guaranteesmaximumcomfort
for the dog during the run.

TRACTIONLOOP
Traction rope loopwith a diameter of 5 cm
for to hook in canicross or bungee line.

VISIBILITY
Theneonorangecolour
of the ONE dog´s
harness ensures
maximum visibility. A
reflective rim lining
ensuresalsoyourdog´s
safety at night.

DORSALADJUSTMENT
TheX-BACK-ONE harness is
now availablewith adjustable
straps, in the formof an "X" in
the back area. They ensure a
good distribution of the
pressure points and prevent
rotationalmovements.
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SPAREPARTS
Spare parts are available for sale in case one of the wearing parts should break. The traction loop is also
available as a single part.

CHESTANDNECKADJUSTMENT:
This adjustment allows the harness to be optimally adjusted tomaintain freedomof
movement and prevent breathing difficulties. This adjustment also determines the positioning
of the harness.
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BUNGEE LINE ONE

The ONE bungee leash from the ONE product range was developed to meet the requirements of dogs of dogs
that are involved in intensive sporting activities with their owners.

The ONE bungee rope is 150cm long when relaxed and 195cm long at maximum tension. With this the ONE
bungee line fully complies with the requirements of the canicross associations. Its strength and performance
are perfectly suited for use in competitions, where optimum material material properties are required.

Colors :

Size:
one size 150/195 cm

RRP:
21.90¤

item no.: I290

ELASTICITY
Equipped with a tubular webbing with a round shock
absorber, which provides optimum hardness and allows the
use for dogs with a weight of more than 15 kg. Allows good
control of the impulses caused by the impulses caused by the
dog.

SNAP HOOKS
Panic snap hooks, with which the dog can be can be quickly
released in dangerous situations.

KNOT OF THE BUNGEE LINE
Consists of an elastic part that serves as a spring and a
webbing that encloses this part. If the knot comes loose, the
leash will no longer have its original elasticity. You must then
push the elastic into the webbing and retie the knot in its
original place.
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CUSTOM MADE X-BACK ONE-HARNESS

Dogs, depending on their breed, have different morphologies that may not match the harness sizes
available on the market. Thanks to the X-Back One harness straps that we offer, you can adapt the harness
exactly to your dog's morphology so that it fits perfectly. the harness to your dog's morphology, so that
your dog's health and well-being are your dog's health and well-being.

Please note that the customisation of the X-Back One harness is offered exclusively for this model.

ATELIER BY NATH

130 chemin des Granges - 26170 Pierrelongue (France)
www.atelierdecouture-bynath.com
Facebook : atelierbynath
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How do I know if I need an adjustment?
If the harness corresponds to most of the dog's measurements but some of them do not fit perfectly
are not perfectly adjusted and/or several pressure points are badly positioned.

What should I do?
Contact our approved sewing workshop, which specialises in this type of work, for an assessment and an
estimate.

• Belt shortening A/A’ or
Repositioning on webbing D.

• Belt shortening D/D’ or
Repositioning on webbing D.

• Belt shortening C/C’ or
Repositioning on webbing D.

• Repositioning on webbing G.
• Repositioning on webbing F.

We recommend that you have your
products serviced, repaired or
personalized at our authorized
workshop l'ATELIER BY NATH.

Scan and
Discover
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PRODUCT
RANGE

RUNNERS BELT RAIDLIGHT

BUNGEE LINE RAIDLIGHT

HARNESS RAIDLIGHT

BACK BAG RAIDLIGHT
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RAIDLIGHT RUNNING BELT
The RAIDLIGHT hip belt is designed for trail running with your dog. It meets the most extreme

requirements in terms of lightness and comfort. It has a unique design with a lower part (traction)

connected to the upper part (belt) by elastic straps, which makes it adapt perfectly to the runner's

movements and cause no discomfort under traction. Two straps hold the hip belt at the level of the

gluteal muscles, optimising the centre of gravity.

Colors :

Size:
one size

Recommended
Retail Price:
59.90¤

item no.:

I11B

CONNECTION RING
Ultra-light, sliding metal ring,
which ensures straight-angled
alignment during the run.

MESH FABRIC
Designed entirely in mesh fabric. It
eliminates the effects of perspiration,
it is lightweight, comfortable and
guarantees extreme
flexibility of movement
in your sporting
discipline.
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ADJUSTABLE HIP SIZE
Buckle with which the Sizecan be can be
adjusted. Suitable for adults, but also for
children from the age of 8. Adjustable from
90-120cm.

ADJUSTABLE DRAWSTRING
Adjustable drawstring with double eyelets on the
hip belt (wear part also available separately as a
replacement).

CONNECTING
RUBBER BANDS
Rubber bands through
which the lower part
(train) with the upper
part (belt) is connected.
The girdle fits perfectly to the
the movements movements of
the runner and causes no
discomfort.

ADJUSTABLE
LEG STRAPS
Two adjustable leg straps
designed to adjust the
belt at the level of the the
buttocks, optimising the
centre of gravity.

BACK POCKET
Additional zipped
pocket (available as
an option) in which
items such as a
smartphone, keys, etc.
can be placed.
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The RAIDLIGHT harness was developed in close cooperation between the canicross specialist I-DOG and the
trail running brand RAIDLIGHT. The unique design of the products in the RAIDLIGHT product range allows you
to use it for sporting activities on the CaniTrail or for a traditional a walk without traction.

I-DOG and RAIDLIGHT are well aware of the demands of trail running and have therefore developed very light,
comfortable and hard-wearing products that perfectly meet these requirements for you and your dog.

The RAIDLIGHT harness allows you to adjust it perfectly to the shape of your dog's body using 4 adjustment
points on the neck, flanks, belly and removable pull strap.

HARNESS RAIDLIGHT

Colors :

Size:
XXS-XS - S- M - L - XL
See sizechart p10-11.

RRP: 79.90¤

item no. :
I0BXXS- I0BXS - I0BS - I0BM -
I0BL - I0BXL

If you want to use the harness for pulling during cani-jogging, you can attach the RAIDLIGHT pull
leash to the detachable pull straps. If, on the other hand, you only want to use the harness for
walking without pulling, you can remove the pull straps and attach your normal leash to one of the
two rings on the back or belly of the harness.

For intense exercise or competition, I-DOG recommends using the ONE or ALM product lines.

DUAL USE:

SPAREPARTS
Spare parts are available for sale should any
of the wear parts become damaged or
broken. The the pull cord loop and pull
straps are available individually.
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HARNESS RAIDLIGHT

ANTI-TRACTION-RING
Helps you to guide your
dogwithout pulling. It is
also used as part of dog
training..

REFLECTIVE EDGE
Incorporated reflective edge tomake the dog
highly visible at night under different light
conditions.

SUSPENSIONOF
PULL STRAPS
The pull straps can be
removed forwalkswhere
the dog is not running on
the pull.

SOFTPLASTIC
The adjustment buckles are made of soft
plastic and do not cause any no
discomfort or injury to the dog.

NECK GIRTH
ADJUSTMENT
Adjustment on
both sides of

the neck to set the
neck circumference for

the dog.

ANTI-TRACTION-
RING

Helps you to
guide your dog

without pulling. It is also used
as part of dog training.

FASTENINGEYELET
Allows the attachment of
a leash or bungee line.
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REMOVABLE TRACTION STRAPS
For use without traction, remove the
detachable straps and use one of the three
attachment points on the harness.

ERGONOMICHANDLE
Better gripwithout risk of injury to the dog.
Allows the dog to be restrained in an
emergency..

LATERAL ADJUSTMENT
Refines the lateral connection
between the lower and the
upper part of the harness. It
makes it easier to put on the dog.

ADJUSTMENT EYE
It ensures that the tensioning
straps do not loosen during
intensive use.

BELLY ADJUSTMENT
Adjusts the harness straps to prevent the
harness from twisting due to the dog's
movements.
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RAIDLIGHT BUNGEE LINE

Colors :

Size:
one size 130/190cm

Recommended
Retail Price:
45.00¤

item no.:

I28B

The RAIDLIGHT product line was developed in close cooperation between the RAIDLIGHT and I-DOG brands.
I-DOG specialises in canicross and RAIDLIGHT in trail running. It is ideal for practising cani-trail or canicross.

The RAIDLIGHT bungee line has two carabiners, one at each end, so it can be hooked onto both the RAIDLIGHT
dog harness and the RAIDLIGHT hip belt. The freely rotating snap hook also allows it to be used as a traditional
leash. It is 130cm long when relaxed and 190cm when tightened to the maximum.

The RAIDLIGHT bungee line
is equipped with an elastic
tube strap that acts as a
damping system. This
minimises the impulses
caused by the dog.

SHOCK ABSORBER TWO HANDLES
The two handles in this leash allow
dual use while maintaining quality
and comfort for your daily walks
as well as for your sporting
activities (Cani-Trail, Canicross,
Cani-Hiking...).

CARABINER
carabiner with swivel that allows
you to better follow the dog's
running path. In the event of a
problem, it allows you to free your
dog as quickly as possible. It is also
called a "quick release".
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BAG FOR HIP BELT RAIDLIGHT

POLYESTER FABRIC
Extremely durable fabric treated with 2 coatings, which makes the bag
which makes the bag water repellent.

ELASTIC RETAINING STRAPS
Elastic straps that attach the bag to the waist belt during exercise for during
the workout for lightness and comfort.

DIMENSIONS
The bag is 15.5 cm high and 12 cm wide.

ZIPPER
Welded zipper in which you can put your keys, smartphone, etc. while
exercising

The additional pocket (sold separately with the RAIDLIGHT hip belt) has a unique design and is attached to
the back of the hip belt using a detachable strap. This allows you to pull the bag along the length of the hip
belt and place it in the middle to optimise your centre of gravity.

Thanks to the flexibility of its fabric, the pocket will adapt to your morphology, matching your running
gestures. Adding the extra pocket won't cause any discomfort when running or pulling. The additional
pocket features a waterproof zipper that lets you add keys, a smartphone and more.

Colors :

Size:
one size

Recommended Retail Price:
14.00¤

item no.:

I0911B
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PRODUCT
RANGE
COMFORT
TREK

HARNESS COMFORT TREK

HIP BELT COMFORT TREK

SIDE POCKETS
COMFORT TREK

BUNGEE LINE
COMFORT TREK30
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HIP BELT COMFORT TREK

Colors :

Size: one size

Recommended
Retail Price:
87.50¤

item no.:
I10RSIDE POCKETS

1 pocket for the drinking
bottle (comes with
backpack-kit) and
2 pockets for
stowing small
accessories.

POLYESTERFABRIC
DOUBLEMESH
Outer fabric in ultra-
durable polyester.
Mesh fabric interior
that eliminates the
effects of perspiration.

ULTRALIGHTCARABINER
Cancels the pendulum
phenomenon of the pull line and
ensures a straight line pull of the
line during the run.

ADJUSTABLE ELASTIC
PULLING STRAP
Can be adjusted
according to body type.
The elasticity allows for
excellent cushioning.

ADJUSTABLE LEG STRAPS
Two detachable straps designed to hold the
running belt at the level of the gluteal
muscles, optimising the centre of gravity.
They also have a mesh fabric insert.

DOUBLE LOOPS
Thanks to the double eyelets, the
the tensioning straps cannot
come loose even with intensive
use. In addition, each strap is

equipped with two elastic bands, to
store excess harness. excess
harness.

SPAREPARTS
Spare parts are available for sale in case any of the wear parts get damaged or broken. The drawstring,
carabiner, crotch straps and water bottle are available as individual items.

ADJUSTABLE HIP BELT
The COMFORT TREK hip belt is
equipped with an adjustable strap
so that the belt can be adapted
to the runner's morphology.
Adjustable length from a
minimum of 80cm to a
maximum of 132cm.

The COMFORT TREK hip belt is designed for sporting
activities such as hiking or even traditional walks.

The COMFORT TREK running belt is equipped with
detachable straps and a wide back seat, which allows
a suitable pull point in the area of the muscles of the
buttocks. This reduces the phenomenon of pressure
on the lumbar spine is reduced and the and the
traction of the runner is optimised.

Two detachable crotch straps ensure that the harness is
held at the level of the gluteal muscles, optimising the
centre of gravity. On the traction harness, a snap hook
is slidably attached, to better follow the dog's walking
path.

The hip belt has a pocket for a water bottle and two side
pockets. It is the perfect ally for your trips to the city as
well as for your hikes in the your hikes in the mountains or
in the countryside.
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HARNESS COMFORT TREK

The COMFORT TREK harness from the product line of the same name is designed for sporting activities such
as mountain hikes or simple walks. Thanks to its strength and performance, the harness meets the most
extreme requirements for lightness and comfort.

The main feature of the COMFORT TREK harness is the use of the shape and technology of a traction harness
with the indisputable advantage that it can be adjusted at the most important points and can thus be perfectly
perfectly to the body of the dog.

If you want to use the harness with moderate pull, e.g. for cani-jogging, you can attach the pull
line to the removable pull straps. On the other hand, if you want to use the harness for a simple
walk without pulling, you can remove the pull straps and attach your leash or tow line to one
of the two rings on the back or belly of the harness.

I-DOG recommends for more intense sports practices or competitions the use of the ONE or
ALM product lines.

GOOD TO KNOW :

The COMFORT TREK harness is designed for sporting activities, optionally equipped with saddle
bags for hiking, but also for urban use, e.g. for simple walks in the city.

Colors :

Size:
XXS-XS-S-M-L-XL (See size chart
p.10)

RRP: 87.50¤

item no.:
I03RXXS -I03RXS - I03RS - I03RM -
I03RL - I03RXL
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SPAREPARTS
Spare parts are available for sale should any of
these wear parts become damaged or broken.
The eyelet and the strap are available separately.
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HARNESS COMFORT TREK
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DETACHABLE CANICROSS STRAP
Adjustable, detachable strap to
which you can attach a leash or
a bungee line.
The harness is supplied
together with the COMFORT
TREK harness and is also
available as an individual spare part.

ERGONOMIC HANDLE
It is located on the back
of the dog. Its function is
to provide better access
without risk of injury. The
handle also allows the

dog to be restrained in an
emergency.

BAGHOOKS
Attachmentpointstowhichseparatelyseparately
available saddlebags can be can be attached.
In this way they enable the transport of
personal belongings by your dog during
your hikes (water bottles, accessories, food,
etc.).

ANTI-PULLRING
Anti-pull ring, with which you can
your dog without having to pull.
having to pull. Also used in the
context of dog training.

VENTRALADJUSTMENT
Prevents the harness from twistingwhen the
dogmoves by precisely adjusting the straps
of the harness.

PLASTICCLIP BUCKLE
Refines the lateral connection
between the lower and the upper
part of the harness.
Makes it easy to put on the dog.

BACKATTACHMENTRING
Second ring, on the back of the dog
harness. It allows the attachment of a
line or long leash.

NECK ADJUSTMENT
Adjustment on both
sides of the neck to
ideally adapt the neck
width to the dog.

POLYESTERFABRIC
Ultra-rugged polyester fabric
coveredwithmoisture-
absorbingmesh foam lined.

LATERALADJUSTMENT
Adjustment with which the lateral
connection between the the belly
part of the harness and the upper

part of the neck is refined in such a way
so that the percentage of pull between the
straps connecting the lower part of the the

lower part of the neck and the the ligaments
connecting the upper of the neck are
approximately equal.
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BUNGEE LINE COMFORT TREK

Colors:

Size:
178/235 cm

Recommended
Retail Price:
53.90¤

item no.:
I27R

The COMFORT TREK bungee leash has been specially developed to meet the requirements of dogs that
engage in intensive sporting activity with their owners, both in the city and outdoors.

It is equipped with a double damping system that uses two different elasticities to control the vibrations of
the running dog.

The elastic strap consists of a 20 cm long flat part (soft cushioning) and a round elastic strap (harder
cushioning). Two handles are integrated and different adjustments are possible depending on your needs
and intended use. You can wear the leash as a shoulder strap or also around the waist.

DOUBLE DAMPING
System with double cushioning. The flat, 20 cm elastic strap provides soft cushioning. The round elastic
element provides harder cushioning. This allows you to control your dog's impulses.

CARABINER

An ultra-light carabiner (28 g) prevents the bungee line from swinging.The pull line thus remains straight
during the run.

ALUMINIUM-ÖSE

The attachment loop is attached to the COMFORT TREK waist belt by means of a carabiner. In order to be
able to follow the dog's path better when running, the carabiner of the hip belt is attached to the pull cord in
a "floating" manner. Of course, the pull cord can also be used with other dog harnesses from I-DOG.

SPAREPARTS

Spare parts are available for sale in case one of these wearing parts could be damaged or broken. The
carabiner hook is available individually.
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SIDE POCKETS COMFORT TREK
COMFORT TREK side pockets from the COMFORT TREK product line are designed to be attached to the
COMFORT TREK harness for hiking. They are attached to the back of the harness on both sides of the dog by
means of metal hooks. In this way you can carry equipment (food, water bottles, personal items, etc.).

They guarantee maximum comfort for your dog as they are fitted over the ribs and not the shoulders, so they
do not cause any discomfort when walking. There are 3 different sizes available, adapted to the dog's
morphology.

Colors :

Size:
XXS/XS/S-M/L/XL

RRP:
• 67.90¤,
• 77.50¤ (Model Big)

item no.:
IBAGRXXS/XS/S
IBAGRM/L/XL
IBAGRBIGM/L/XL

REFLECTIVE EDGE
Reflective edging on both sides of
the bag to keep your dog visible

in low light.

ADJUSTABLE STRAPS
Allow you to tighten the bags

and fit themperfectly to
your dog's physique.

WATERPROOF
ZIPPERS
All zips on the
pockets are
waterproof.

POLYESTER-MESH
The backpacks are
equippedwith an
outer fabricmade
of ultra-strong
andwaterproof
polyester.

BAG ATTACHMENT
The saddlebags are
attached using the
integratedmetal
hooks of the harness.

WATER BOTTLE
Foldable and easily
transportable water
bottle (capacity 750ml),
already supplied with the
purchase of the saddle
bags.

Capacity :
IBAGRXXS/XS/S -> 2.3 litres
IBAGRM/L/XL-> 3 litres
IBAGRBIGM/L/XL-> 6 litres

SPAREPARTS
Spare parts are available for sale in case one of these wearing parts gets damaged or might break. The
water bottle is also available individually.
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PRODUCT
RANGE
UPKA

HIP BELT STYLE

HARNESS STYLE

BUNGEE LINE STYLE

The UPKA STYLE series is suitable for all
kinds of exercise with the dog, such as
canijogging (trotting without a strong pull),
but also for the usual walks in the city. UPKA
STYLE has a very technical and at the same
time modern design.
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HIP BELT STYLE
The STYLE hip belt from the UPKA product range is designed for physical activities with the dog such as
CaniCross and Canijogging, but is equally suitable for use in the city. The STYLE hip belt has a wide back
padding that optimally adapts to the shape of the back and thus prevents back pain.

Colors :

Size:
one size

Recommended
Retail Price:
53.90¤

item no.:

U11G
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POCKETWITHZIPPER
Azipped pocket on the back of the hip
belt to store small accessories such as
keys or smartphone.

RIPSTOP AND MESH FABRIC

Highly resistant polyester outer fabric, lined with
MESH foam, to absorb moisture.

REFLECTIVE EDGE

Inlaid reflective edge to make it visible at night in
different light conditions.

REMOVABLE, ADJUSTABLE
LEG STRAPS (A)

They allow the hip belt to be optimally
positioned at the level of the gluteal
muscles. Neoprene insert for maximum
comfort.

ADJUSTABLE HIP BELT (B)
The waist circumference of
the hip belt can be adjusted
and adapted to the individual

body shape. (75cm min- 150cm max).

QUICK-RELEASE SNAP HOOK

Snap hook for better tracking of the
dog's dynamic trajectory. In an
emergency, it ensures the possibility
to a quick leash off.

DOUBLE LOOPS

The double loops ensure that the straps cannot
come loose. In addition, both eyelets are fitted
with two rubber bands to block excess webbing
when adjusting.

A

B
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The STYLE harness from the UPKA range is designed for physical activities with your dog (cani-jogging, hiking,
etc.) as well as equally for your usual walks in the city. The STYLE harness is at the same time very technical,
modern and very design-oriented.

Thanks to its resistance and performance, the harness meets even the most extreme requirements for lightness
and comfort.

HARNESS STYLE

The STYLE dog harness allows for versatile use: In the city for daily walks and during
sports for occasional physically demanding activities.

DUAL USE

Colors :

Size:
XXS-XS - S- M - L - XL
See size chart p.10-11.

RRP:
64.90¤

item no. :
U04GXXS - U04GXS - U04GS -
U04GM - U04GL - U04GXL
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The two attachment rings allow you to attach a leash,
tow line or pull line to the front or back of the harness.

It is also equipped with a detachable coupling system -
for occasional sporting use as a pulling dog harness.

SPARE PARTS

Spare parts are available for sale if any of these wear
parts become damaged or broken. The traction loop is
available as a single part.
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HARNESS STYLE

ATTACHMENT RING
A solid D-ring on the
back of the harness. A
leash or pull cord can be

attached here.

REFLECTIVE EDGE

Incorporates reflective
trim for good visibility at
night in headlights.

PULL ROPE
They are supplied with the harness
and can be easily hooked onto the

system provided to connect
the harness to a bungee

line or long line.

DORSAL ADJUSTMENT

Adjustments for joining the
back sections so that the
harness fits snugly against the
dog's body.

SOFT PLASTIC

The material of the
adjustment buckles is
made of soft plastic
that neither disturbs
nor hurts the dog.

ERGONOMIC HANDLE
Ergonomic and
comfortable handle on the
top of the harness. Allows
a better grip and holding
of the dog in case of
emergency.

RIPSTOPANDMESH FABRIC

Extremely durable,
polyester-like upper, lined
with moisture-absorbing

MESH foam.

ANTI-PULL RING
Anti-pull ring on the bottom
side: The leash attached here
prevents the dog frompulling
unwantedly. Also used for

dog training.
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MULTI-PURPOSE TRACTION LEASH STYLE
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Colors :

Size:
one size 130/200 cm

Recommended
Retail Price:
40.90¤

item no.:

U28G

The STYLE multi-purpose traction leash from the UPKA range has an anti-shock system and is designed
for physical activities with your dog (Canicross, CaniRando etc.). It can be connected to the STYLE hip belt
and to the STYLE dog harness

This lead has a shock-absorbing system thanks to a 20 cm flat elastic section. This system allows you to
control the impulses given by your dog when running. It also has a very high quality snap hook for extreme
hold.

SPRING

The STYLE bungee line is equipped with a flat,
elastic section that acts as a cushioning
system. This allows the impulses caused by the
dog's run to be cushioned for the runner.

CARABINER

Very high quality snap hook for extreme hold.

TWO HANDLES

The two handles of the Canicross leash allow
dual use while maintaining quality and comfort:
it is equally suitable for your daily walks and for
your sporting activities (canicross, bike, scooter,
hiking...).
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METAL CLIP
The STYLE coupler is designed to be connected to
the STYLE bungee line via its fastening eye and the
help of a carabiner.

LENGTH ADJUSTMENT

The length of the STYLE coupling can be adjusted
by tightening buckles. Its maximum length, on either
on either side of the coupling is 34 cm, with a
minimum length of 20 cm for the minimum size.

QUICK RELEASE CARABINER

The STYLE coupler is equipped with carabiners that
allow better tracking of the dog's dynamic run. The
specially chosen type of carabiner allows the dog to
be unleashed as quickly as possible in the event of a
problem.

It is therefore also called a "panic snap".

The STYLE coupler from the UPKA range is a double coupler for walking two dogs at the same time
with a single lead.

It can also be used during sporting activities with your dog to pull on the STYLE and COMFORT
harnesses.

COUPLER STYLE

Colors :

Size:
one size

Recommended
Retail Price:
16.90¤

item no.:
I40S
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PRODUCT
RANGE
KHAN

PAD N’PROTECT AIR

PAD N’PROTECT POLAR

Specialised range for the protection of
the locomotor limbs of dogs
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PAD N’PROTECT

HIGH PERFORMANCE DESIGN

The design is specially adapted to the
morphological curve of the dog's paw for
maximum comfort.

VISIBILITY

During your nighttime excursions, the
reflective stripes on the shoe ensure better
visibility.

COMFORTABLE AND ADAPTABLE

The PAD N'PROTECT shoes have an
optimal fit. Thanks to their Velcro
fastening, they can be easily adjusted to
your dog's paws.

DURABILITY

The fabric used is durable and suitable for
outdoor use. The soles are flexible and
made of 5mm thick rubber.

THERMO-PERFORMANCE

The synthetic leather upper is breathable
and provides the shoes with flexibility and
protection. The Soft Shell (POLAR model)
and MESH 430gr (AIR model) outer fabrics
perfectly meet the thermal protection and
breathability requirements of footwear for
outdoor activities.

PROTECTION

In the event of an injury, PAD N'PROTECT
shoes protect the dog's footpads from
outside elements (gravel, earth, etc.) that
could cause infection or prevent the injured
areas from healing.

ADVANTAGES

SHARP FLOOR

SNOW

HEAT

With the PAD N'PROTECT shoes from the KHAN range,
you can enjoy your outdoor activities with your dog in
complete safety. They are indispensable for the comfort
and safety of your dog's paws as they protect the pads
of your dog during walks and hikes as well as during
training on difficult surfaces.

The PAD N'PROTECT shoes are available in two versions:
AIR or POLAR, to best suit your dog's need for
protection.
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PAD N’PROTECT AIR
PAD N'PROTECT AIR protects dogs' paw pads during outdoor activities or in case of injury. PAD N'PROTECT
AIR is breathable and ideal for sports activities and walks with your dog on difficult surfaces such as hot sand
and warm, dry surfaces.

Colors :

Sizes* :
45 - 50 - 64 - 70 - 76 - 83

RRP: 45.50¤

item no. :
KPADNAIRB45, KPADNAIRB50,
KPADNAIRB64, KPADNAIRB70,
KPADNAIRB76, KPADNAIRB83,
KPADNAIRO45, KPADNAIRO50,
KPADNAIRO64 ,KPADNAIRO70,
KPADNAIRO76, KPADNAIRO83

*See size guide p.10-11

COLORS
The PAD N'PROTECT AIR booties are available in two
colours: black and orange.

FABRICS

High quality mesh fabric with a
density of 430 g with high
elasticity, comfortable and
durable. Ultra-soft and supple
textured microfibre faux leather.

WEIGHT PER UNIT
from 40 grams to 90
grams depending on
size.

SOLE

Flexible, 5 mm thick, grippy
rubber outsole that
guarantees excellent

grip on a variety
of surfaces.

VELCRO FASTENER
The Velcro fasteners allow for quick, easy
adjustment and an effective hold.

VISIBILITY

Embedded reflective stripes
make the shoes highly visible at
night in different light conditions.
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PAD N’PROTECT POLAR
The PAD N'PROTECT POLAR dog shoes are durable and protect the paw pads during outdoor activities. The
upper material of the PAD N'PROTECT POLAR is water-repellent and suitable for excursions in snow and ice,
for all sporting activities or walks with your dog in wet or cold places.

Colors :

Sizes* :
45 - 50 - 64 - 70 - 76 - 83

RRP: 45.50¤

*see size chart p.10-11

FABRICS

Water repellent,
durable, padded softshell
outer & ultra soft and supple
textured microfiber faux
leather.

WEIGHT PER UNIT
from 40 grams to 90 grams
depending on size.

SOLE
Flexible, 5 mm thick, grippy rubber outsole that

guarantees excellent grip on a
variety of surfaces.

VELCRO
FASTENER
Klettverschlüsse
für einfache
Anpassung und
einen effektiven
Halt.

VISIBILITY

Embedded reflective stripes make the shoes
highly visible at night in different light
conditions.
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item no. :

KPADNPOLARB45, KPADNPOLARB50,
KPADNPOLARB64, KPADNPOLARB70,
KPADNPOLARB76, KPADNPOLARB83,
KPADNPOLARO45, KPADNPOLARO50,
KPADNPOLARO64, KPADNPOLARO70,
KPADNPOLARO76, KPADNPOLARO83
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With the COMFORT PRO and SECURITY CAR dog leashes, you can safely transport your dog in the car
with a snap hook of the "panic hook" type to transport your dog safely in the car.

As they are versatile, you can also use them for your daily walk.

The COMFORT leash, which is available in two lengths (60cm and 120 cm), is equipped with an
exclusive anti-shock system.

Thanks to the handle, which is padded with a neoprene insert, the leash fits comfortably and well in
the hand.

LEASH COMFORT PRO
item no. I23BLACK

RRP: 33.50€

LEASH SECURITY CAR
item no. I26B I26P I26GREY

RRP: 17.90€

LEASHES UND LONG LINES
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These COMFORT leashes, available in 5 and 10 meters in length, are flat, non-slip polyester leashes.To
prevent slipping in the hand, the COMFORT LINE provides an effective grip thanks to its 3 lines rubber

inserts running the full length of the lanyard.

The leash is equipped with an elastic webbing to avoid shocks caused by jerky movements of the dog.

LEASH COMFORT 60 cm
item no. I24B I24P I24GREY

RRP: 15.90€

LEASH COMFORT 120 cm
item no. I25B I25P I25GREY

RRP: 22.90€

LONG LINES COMFORT
item no. 5m - I30B05- RRP: 31.50€
item no. 10m - I30B10- RRP: 50.50€
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COLLARS

Premium collars are high-strength collars for dogs in all activities.

The protective buckle on the front of the collar ensures optimum safety and high resistance. The collar
has a shiny epoxy coating on the buckle cover, which also protects the double spike buckle (color black).

Premium dog collars are made from 3mm thick polyurethane, a guarantee of quality. The collar has 4
built-in rivets and 22 holes for easy adjustment around the dog's neck.
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Colors :

Size:
width 3,5mm - dm. 2,5x65cm

RRP: 12.90¤

item no.
I152506

item no.
I152508

item no.
I152503

item no.
I152505

item no.
I152507

item no.
I152502
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WARRANTY
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I-DOG products are designed and developed under the best
conditions. by specialists in the field of canine products. All I-DOG
branded items are covered by a five-year warranty.

I-DOG's guarantee applies only in the event that, despite all care
taken in the manufacture of these articles there is an obvious
manufacturing defect which prevents proper use. For Products
with holes or cracks are not covered by the warranty. I-DOG
products should be stored in a dry environment, out of direct
sunlight, at a temperature of 20°C and flat.

I-DOG accepts no responsibility for any injury to the dog.

To find out how to contact customer service in the event of a
problem with an I-DOG item please follow the steps below.

WARRANTY HANDLING

You would like to submit an application for warranty coverage under the I-DOG product warranty.
- Fill out the application online (QR code).
- Prepare your supporting documents in advance: 3 photos of the defective item and the purchase invoice.

Upon receipt of your claim, our customer service will carefully review your claim documents and inform
you whether or not your product will be replaced under warranty.

If your request is validated, we will send you by e-mail a transport label.

Upon receipt of your defective product (if deemed necessary), a new identical item will be item, will be
returned to the address provided on your form.

Validation of the guarantee only validates the product exchange. No refunds will be made.

SUBMIT YOUR REQUEST

Scan the QR code with
your phone and access to
the after-sales and
warranty of our I-DOG
website.
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MAINTENANCE

WHY MAINTENANCE
YOUR PRODUCTS?
You are the owner of I-DOG Canicross equipment and want
to optimise the life of your products. I-DOG products have
a variable lifespan depending on use (number of outings,
type of dog, maintenance, etc.). outings, type of dog,
maintenance, etc.).
The better you take care of it, the longer your product will
stay ready for use. Depending on how you use it (number
of outings, type of dog, daily care ...),
the lifespan is of course not the same.

A FEW PRODUCT CARE TIPS
- We advise you not to machine wash your equipment after
every machine wash your equipment after every outing.

- Washing at 30° is permitted if it is not done too regularly
carried out.

- Check your equipment on the inside and outside regularly
to ensure the safety of you and your dog. and your dog.
Pay particular attention to whether they have been
chewed on by your dog.

- We recommend that you have your products serviced,
repaired or adjusted

Regular care in accordance with our cleaning instructions
for your products will xtend their life and ensures their quality in the long term.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Can the COMFORT TREK and RAIDLIGHT ranges be used for Canicross?

No, we recommend using the COMFORT TREK and RAIDLIGHT ranges for less intensive activities such
as Cani-jogging or Canimarche, with moderate traction. For Canicross, we recommend using the ALM or
ONE range, which are perfectly suited to this sport.

How long is the guarantee on I-DOG products?

I-DOG products are designed and developed under the best possible conditions and by specialists in
the field of canine products. All I-DOG products are guaranteed for 5 year guarantee. The I-DOG
guarantee will only come into play in the event that, despite all the care taken to care has been taken in
the manufacture of these articles, an obvious manufacturing defect prevents their proper use. A pierced
or torn product will not be guaranteed. I-DOG declines all in the event of injury to the dog.

What's the difference between Canijogging and Canicross?

These two disciplines have the common feature of being pulled by a dog. The only difference is the pulling
force exerted by the dog. In Canicross, the pull is strong and intense, unlike in Canijogging, the pull is light
and moderate. It's important to distinguish between these two sports because the equipment required is
quite different. For Canicross, we recommend using the ALM and/or ONE range. For Canijogging, all our
ranges are suitable.

I have specific questions about a product. Who should I contact to help me?

First of all, it is of utmost importance that you visit our website: www.i-dog.eu. There you can find all the
information you need: Sizing, product care, warranty, use of the product ranges, etc. You can also access
the Youtube channel I-DOG, where you can find explanatory tutorials.

My pull cord broke during my run, is this normal?

I-DOG products such as the harness drawcord, the drawstring, the crotch straps harness crotch straps,
etc. are wearing parts that can deteriorate during use or as a result of poor maintenance. It is essential to
check your equipment before you start out and to ensure that it is in good working order. I-DOG declines
all responsibility in the event of damage or accidents that could lead to serious consequences.

I would like to set up a partnership for my Canicross event. Who should I contact?

We do indeed partner with Canicross events. We provide equipment for your event on the basis of
precise specifications. You can contact the info@x-wild.eu for any partnership requests. because the
equipment required is quite different. For Canicross, we recommend using the ALM and/or ONE range.
For Canijogging, all our ranges are suitable.

Where can I find I-DOG products for sale?

You can buy I-DOG products directly from many pet shops and sports shops. You can also find a list of
dealers and many pull dog sports webshops at www.i-dog.eu or at www.x-wild.eu.
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www.idog.com

www.icf-worldchampionship-2023.com

LEIPA

GERMANY

06917

ICF CANICROSS
WORLD

CHAMPIONSHIP

25 - 29 OCT 2023
ICF CANICROSS

WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP

Come visit us at the I-DOG booth!



Exclusive distributor | retailer inquiries

www.x-wild.eu
Tel.: +49 (0)931 88 0 65 0 16

sales@x-wild.eu
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Exclusive distributor | retailer inquiries

www.x-wild.eu
Tel.: +49 (0)931 88 0 65 0 16

sales@x-wild.eu


